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Learning Scoop 
at Your Service
Learning Scoop is a Finnish company 
specialized in educational study tours and 
in-service training programs of teachers, 
principals and early childhood education 
professionals both in Finland and abroad. 

The staff comprises of skilled experts who 
have over 20 years of experience gained 
through the Finnish educational community. 
We have constantly received excellent 
feedback. 

The Miracle of Finnish Education 
is the result of research-based 

pedagogy and its innovative 
approach to teaching and learning. 

This combination supports the 
creation of excellent curricula and 
first-rate learning environments 

and processes.



Finnish Education System
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2.  Korea

3.  Czech Republic

4.  Hungary

5.  Japan

6.  New Zealand

7.  Slovenia

8.  Australia

9.  Sweden

10. Iceland

The results in international comparisons (e.g. OECD’s 
PISA tests) reflect the efficiency of educational system 
and pedagogical quality in Finland compared to many 
other countries.
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#1 Overall Education System 
in the World

#1 in Primary Education in the 
World

#2 in Higher Education in the 
World

Outstanding learning results

Focus on well-being and 
stress-free childhood

Child-centered approach
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Study Tours in Finland
Learning Scoop provides an inclusive study 
tour, where participants have the opportunity 
to become familiar with the Finnish education 
system and the factors influencing its success.
•  A broad and deep look into the world’s best  
 national education system
•  Insights into Finnish society and culture
•  Research-based, inspiring and well-structured  
 trainings by experienced Finnish experts
•  Hosted daily visits to schools or day-care  
 centers
•  Chance to experience the everyday life in and  
 out of the classrooms
•  Possibility for networking 

I got holistic overview of  
Finnish Education System and powerful 

insight for action steps.

A great 
opportunity for 

teachers and 
curriculum 
specialists.

The know-how 
in the fields 

of pedagogy is 
enourmous and 
comprehensive.
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Basic Education Study Tour
•  Introduction to the Finnish education system
•  Curriculum and assessment in the Finnish   
 basic education
•  Educational support and inclusive education
•  Co-operation in Finnish education
•  Leadership and Management in Finnish  schools

Early Childhood Education Study Tour
•  Introduction to the Finnish education system
•  Early childhood education and care in Finland
•  Child-centered pedagogy, Learning through play
•  Individual support
•  Co-operation in early childhood education   
 and care

Principal Study Tour
•  Introduction to the Finnish education system
•  Pedagogical leadership and leading the   
 development work at schools
•  Good governance and administration in   
 Finnish school
•  Principal’s management tools
•  Co-operation and leading educational support 
•  School of the future

On request for groups also thematic tours: 
EdTech Study Tour, Education in Finland Study 
Tour, Entrepreneurship Education Study Tour 
and High School Study Tour. 
Also, tailor-made tours available.

Study Tour 
Options

Study Tours by Learning Scoop 
have been awarded as the Best 
Authentic Finnish Educational 
Travel Product
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Scoopful of Inspiration

Learning Scoop organizes short and long-
term tailor-made programs both on-site,  
in Finland and online according to 
customer’s needs.

Educational roadshows and series of 
trainings in different locations in respective 
countries (1-2 weeks)

Online courses on Finnish education and 
pedagogy

Joint programs with educational 
institutions and universities

Great workshops 
with brilliant ideas 

and discussions with 
people who love that 

they are doing!
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LessonApp LessonApp is a mobile tool to design lessons 
– The Finnish way. This practical application 
helps teachers to plan and implement versatile, 
pedagogically high-quality lessons.

LessonApp offers 
•  introduction to what improves learning,   
 explained in short videos
•  tools how to design an inspiring lesson
•  pedagogically wise lesson structure
•  over 100 different teaching methods to   
 choose from
•  an opportunity to save own lesson plans and
•  a database to browse ready-to-teach lessons 

“In this application it has been successfully 
packed in a simple form what Finnish 

teachers do every day in schools.” 

“In the daily crunch, an app like LessonApp 
would be a gold mine.”  

www.lessonapp.fi

Erika Maksniemi
Research Group of Education Psychology

University of Helsinki, Finland

Satu Muja
Teacher

USA



Contact us:
Learning Scoop
info@learningscoop.fi 

www.learningscoop.fi


